
HOW TO WRITING A GOOD PARAGRAPH POWERPOINT

How to write an excellent paragraph powerpoint. 1. Writing Skills How to Write an Excellent Paragraph; 2. Definition of a
Paragraph A.

I am at my happiest when I am with my family. Similarly, the concluding sentence should be similar to the
topic sentence - just use different words. On Friday I get the chance to spend time with my family as we are
usually busy during the week. I like it because I get to spend the day at the beach. They make topic sentence
specific not only let the reader know what is the paragraph about but also let them know how it will develop.
Our opinion, topic, must be stated. You can eat a fresh apple, but I like to eat them in homemade apple pie.
Apples come in different colors and they grow on trees. They can be short They can be long 3 Four elements
essential to a good paragraph Unity Your paragraph must focus on one topic Order Your paragraph should be
well organised Chronological order Order of importance Coherence The sentences need to connect to each
other Completeness If the sentences are clear and you have supported your main idea, then your paragraph is
complete. He can fix a bicycle himself in several simple steps. This sentence just states a fact, making it hard
for us to organize the supporting sentences. There are numerous reasons whyâ€¦, and I shall explore here only
a few of the most important ones. It is very convenient for people to drive to work, study and do many other
things. Here is a good clue Don't despair Topic sentence does not unify the paragraph There is irrelevant
information Points are not supported Not coherent 12 A good paragraph Friday is my favourite day because I
spend the day at the beach with my family. By encouraging people to buy cars, the nation can stimulate
consumption and the domestic demand, and enhance the national economy. We have indented and
remembered to use punctuation, but it isn't a GOOD paragraphâ€¦ yet. Apples come in different colors. The
supporting sentences, therefore, can evolve from it. I ate an apple pie. They express love and affection through
their body language such as wagging their tail. The weather in Vietnam is usually hot but sometimes it rains.
That is why they are my favourite animals. There are several aspects of necessity to be a good university
student. My favourite animal is a dog because they show many important characteristics which can be helpful
to a personâ€¦ 9 Middle Body Support your point Make a point Dogs are very affectionate to their owner. I
especially enjoy Friday afternoons because the beach is empty. It sums up the whole paragraph, requiring all
the other sentences of this paragraph to evolve from it.


